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We demonstrate experimentally an efficient coherent rephasing scheme for the storage and recall of

weak coherent light pulses in an inhomogeneously broadened optical transition in a Pr3þ:YSO crystal at

2.1 K. Precise optical pumping using a frequency stable (�1 kHz linewidth) laser is employed to create a

highly controllable atomic frequency comb structure. We report single photon level storage and retrieval

efficiencies of 25%, based on coherent photon-echo-type reemission in the forward direction. The high

efficiency is mainly a product of our highly controllable and precise ensemble-shaping technique. The

coherence property of the quantum memory is proved through interference between a super-Gaussian

pulse and the emitted echo.
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Introduction.—Quantum information processing appli-
cations such as quantum networks require coherent and re-
versible mapping between light and matter [1,2]. Currently,
this requirement is expected to be met by means of quan-
tum repeaters, which allow temporal storage of quantum
information in quantum memories and distribution of en-
tanglement across long distances [3]. In the repeater pro-
tocol, the entanglement distribution has probabilistic be-
havior, and without quantum memories all probabilistic
steps would have to succeed simultaneously. Quantum
memories are therefore a key ingredient in any future
long distance quantum communication scheme and have
thus been subject to very active development in recent
time. To be useful in actual processing applications, these
devices must maintain fidelities close to 100% during
storage times of the order of seconds and also ensure
high recall output efficiency [4–6].

Quantum memory protocols [such as electromagneti-
cally induced transparency (EIT) [7] based on stopped light
[8], controlled reversible inhomogeneous broadening
(CRIB) [9–11], and atomic frequency comb (AFC)
[6,12], based on photon-echo experiments] use atomic
ensembles to obtain the required control and strong cou-
pling between the light field and the storage medium.
These protocols can be adapted to the original Duan-
Lukin-Cirac-Zoller protocol [1] to create entanglement
generation via single photon detection. Therefore, it is
important to demonstrate that quantum memories can be
operated at the single photon level.

Protocols which enable storage of multiple temporal
modes can increase the entanglement generation rate by
a factor approximately equal to the number of temporal
modes [13]. Storing many modes with high efficiency
requires a high optical depth, which generally can be an
experimental difficulty. Achieving efficient multimode
storage at lower optical depth is therefore desirable. It
has been shown [12,14] that the number of modes Nm

that can be efficiently stored by using EIT scales as Nm �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�L

p
, where �L is the optical depth. CRIB offers a better

scaling since Nm � �L (to double the number of modes, it
is sufficient to double �L), but in the AFC protocol the
number of temporal modes that can be stored with a given
efficiency is independent of optical depth.
Based on EIT, storage and retrieval efficiency of 10% for

10 �s storage time in hot atomic vapor was published by
Eisaman et al. [15]. With the same scheme, Choi et al. [16]
achieved 17% for 1 �s in a cold atomic ensemble.
Recently, Lauritzen et al. [17] published a storage and
retrieval efficiency of 0.25% for 600 ns in an erbium-doped
crystal by using the CRIB protocol. By using the AFC
protocol, de Riedmatten et al. [6] obtained 0.5% storage
and retrieval efficiency after 250 ns in Nd3þ:YVO4, and

FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. The frequency sta-
bilization feedback system uses a Pr3þ :YSO crystal as a locking
crystal. All pulses are created by using a double pass AOM. The
incoming and outgoing beams in the AOM have different height,
and a mirror below the incoming beam redirects the outgoing
beam to the experiment. Absorptive neutral density filters stand
for most of the attenuation such that the AOM can operate in a
linear light intensity vs rf amplitude regime for adjusting the
storage pulse intensity. After spatial cleaning in the single mode
fiber, the light interacts with the Pr3þ:Y2SiO5 experimental
crystal at 2.1 K. A 50 �m pinhole is used to select the center
of the beam for the single photon counting detector.
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Chaneliére et al. [18] achieved 9% storage and retrieval
efficiency for 1:5 �s in Tm3þ:YAG crystal.

In this Letter, we use the AFC protocol to store weak
coherent pulses, with on the average 0:1 photons=pulse, up
to 800 ns with 25% storage and retrieval efficiency in a
Pr3þ:YSO crystal. Recently, in this material 96% transfer
efficiency from an excited state to ground state spin level
was achieved [19], and such transfer pulses were used to
demonstrate an on-demand readout quantum memory
based on a collective spin wave excitation in the hyperfine
ground state levels of Pr:YSO [20]. The lifetime of such
spin state storage has subsequently been extended to the
100 �s range [21]. Therefore, to achieve high efficiency
on demand quantum memory operation, the key issue is to
demonstrate high efficiency coherent rephasing in the low
photon number regime which here is achieved through our
highly controllable and precise ensemble-shaping
technique.

Materials and methods.—The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 1. A 6-W Coherent Verdi-V6, 532 nm
Nd:YVO4 laser pumps a Coherent 699-21 dye laser, which
emits approximately 500 mW light at 605.82 nm. This
frequency matches the 3H4-

1D2 transition of praseody-

mium ions doped into yttrium silicate (Pr3þ:Y2SiO5). We
use a frequency stabilization feedback system [22], based
on a Pr3þ:Y2SiO5 crystal, which has a frequency drift
below 1 kHz=s. This precise frequency control gives us
ability to create and control the AFC structure and is the
main reason for increasing the storage and retrieval effi-
ciency. An acousto-optic modulator (AOM) with 200 MHz
center frequency, in a double pass arrangement that cancels
spatial movement when changing the frequency of the
diffracted beam, controls phase, amplitude, and frequency
of the light. The radio-frequency signal used to drive the
AOM is created by a 1-GS=s arbitrary waveform generator
(Tektronix AWG520). Two mechanisms for light attenu-
ation to the single photon level are used. The light beam
can be attenuated by reducing the amplitude of the radio-
frequency field driving the AOM, but since rf amplitude
versus light amplitude is highly nonlinear and difficult to
calibrate due to low diffraction efficiency at low rf ampli-
tudes, a shutter wheel with absorptive neutral density filters
was added in the setup. The remaining control of the light
amplitude was then handled through the AOM rf amplitude
finally yielding about 0.1 photons per pulse at the sample.
For cleaning up the spatial mode, after the AOM, the light
was sent to a single mode fiber and then to a �=2 plate such
that the light polarization could be aligned along the tran-
sition dipole moment to yield maximum absorption. The
sample is a Pr3þ:Y2SiO5 crystal with 0.05% doping con-
centration, and it has three perpendicular optical axes
labeled D1, D2, and b, where the direction of light propa-
gation was chosen along the b axis. The crystal dimensions
are 10� 10� 20 mm along the D1�D2� b axis. The
width of the Gaussian beam at the center of the crystal is
about 100 �m, and it is imaged (1:1) onto a 50 �m pin-

hole. The pinhole gives us the opportunity to pick the light
emitted by ions at the center of the beam that all have
experienced roughly the same light intensity. To keep the
optical coherence time (T2) of the praseodymium
>100 �s, the crystal was immersed in liquid helium at
2.1 K. After the sample crystal, a mechanical shutter was
used to protect the detector from the intense AFC prepa-
ration pulses. A Hamamatsu single photon counting detec-
tor (model H8259-01) with a quantum efficiency of 7.5%
and a minimum gating time of 100 ns was used.
Let us now describe (see Fig. 2) in more detail how to

create an AFC [12], i.e., a periodic series of narrow
(FWHM ¼ �) and highly absorbing (optical depth �L)
peaks with a periodicity � as a frequency grating of ions
in the j1=2gi state (see Fig. 2). By means of optical
pumping, an 18 MHz zero absorption frequency re-
gion (see Ref. [23]) is created within the 5 GHz wide
Pr3þ:Y2SiO5 inhomogeneous profile [24]. This nonabsorb-
ing frequency region is hereafter referred to as a spectral
pit. Optimal pit creation needs a series of explicit pulses
[23]. Afterwards, a frequency-dependent absorption grat-
ing was created inside this spectral pit. Complex hyper-
bolic secant optical pulses were used to transfer some ions
from j5=2gi to j5=2ei and then from the j5=2ei to the
j1=2gi state [25]. Changing the center frequency of the
complex hyperbolic secant pulses, by an amount �, is a
simple technique to create a second peak inside the spectral
pit. By repeating this procedure, it is possible to create an
atomic frequency comb in the j1=2gi level with a period-
icity �. The number of peaks (N) is limited by the
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The 3H4-
1D2 transition of the

Pr3þ:Y2SiO5 crystal is used for the experiment. An experimental
AFC absorption profile with defined height (�L), peak separa-
tion (�), and FWHM (�) with all ions in the state j1=2gi is
created. A Gaussian pulse with center frequency set to the
j1=2gi ! j1=2ei transition is used as a storage pulse. (b) A
sequence of pulses which can be divided into preparation and
storage pulses of a total duration of approximately 1.1 s is sent
into the sample. A super-Gaussian pulse is used as a probe pulse
for interfering with the reemission (echo) and showing the phase
preservation of the AFC interface.
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j1=2ei ! j3=2ei separation, (�fj1=2ei!j3=2ei), and � [��
ðN � 1Þ< �fj1=2ei!j3=2ei].

Results and discussions.—First, we offer a brief theo-
retical background to the AFC quantum memory interface.
Aweak light pulse is sent as a coherent state (j�iL), on the
average containing less than a single photon, with a well-
defined bandwidth (1=�p), to an AFC structure with well-

defined peak separation (�), peak width (�), finesse F ¼
�=�, and peak height (�L) consisting of N ions all in the
j1=2gi state. The objective is to transfer all the energy of
the weak coherent wave packet to the distribution of ions,
jg1 . . .gNi, in the spectral grating with defined finesse
(F ¼ �=�). After the light-matter interaction, the initial
state of the N atoms will develop into the state [12]:

j�iA¼jg1 . . .gNiþ
XN

j¼1

cje
ið2��jt�kzjÞjg1 . . .ej . . .gNi; (1)

where zj is the spatial position of ion j, k is the wave

number of the weak coherent wave packet, and cj is an

amplitude that depends on the absorption probability, the
spatial position, and the absorption frequency of the ion.
The AFC is a well-separated periodic structure with fre-
quency detuning �j ¼ mj� (mj is an integer). Studying the

time evolution of the superposition state in Eq. (1) shows
that in this state the ions will start to dephase. But the key
feature of the AFC structure, with its periodicity �, is that
it gives rise to a constructive emission exactly after a time
t ¼ 1=�. The storage and retrieval efficiency of the AFC
protocol in the forward direction can be written [6] as

� ¼ ð�L=FÞ2e��L=Fe�7=F2
: (2)

Because of the trade-off between the coherent response of
the sample (first), reabsorption (second), and dephasing
(third) factors, there is an optimum value for the finesse
as discussed in Ref. [6].

In our measurements we have two sets of pulses. They
correspond to the preparation pulses described in Ref. [23]
and the storage pulses described below. The amplitude of
the storage pulse was adjusted by taking into account
attenuation factors due to windows, optical components,
pinhole, and the quantum efficiency of the single photon
detector until the mean number of photons per pulse was
about ~n � 0:1 at the sample. To improve measurement
statistics, weak Gaussian storage pulses were sent in
2000 times at a rate of 3 kHz. To measure the efficiency,
the storage pulse, which had a 200 ns FWHM, was sent
through the empty spectral pit. In the empty pit there are no
ions absorbing the pulse; therefore this is a good reference
to compare with the recall pulse. The photon counting
results fitted to a Gaussian time distribution for the empty
pit are shown (circles and dashed curve) in Fig. 3.

Next, an AFC structure with peak separation � ¼
1:2 MHz, peak width � ¼ 200 kHz, and �L � 6 is
created and a Gaussian weak coherent storage pulse
(�FWHM ¼ 200 ns) tuned to the j1=2gi ! j1=2ei transition
[Fig. 2(a)] is sent through the medium, which has a phase

relaxation time much longer than the duration of the pulse.
Reemission (the echo) occurs after 800 ns (1=�) (solid
curve in Fig. 3). The measured storage and retrieval effi-
ciency is 25%, which means that the energy contained in
the collective reemission (echo) pulse relative to the energy
transmitted through empty pit (dashed curve) is 0.25. Based
on our knowledge this is the highest AFC echo efficiency
in the single photon regime observed so far, and it is the
product of our high controllable and precise ensemble-
shaping technique.
So far, we have considered the efficiency properties of

our interface, but for quantum memory applications it is
vital that the interface also conserve the phase of the
storage pulse with high fidelity. To show the phase preser-
vation, a super-Gaussian (n ¼ 7) pulse with controllable
phase, overlapping the reemission pulse temporally, but
with a 2.3 MHz frequency offset is prepared. This fre-
quency offset allows us to send the super-Gaussian pulse
through a transparent frequency window inside the pit
between j1=2gi ! j1=2ei and j1=2gi ! j3=2ei transition
peaks [23]. To have enough frequency space between these
two transitions, the peak separation (�) is reduced to
1 MHz, but the rest of the AFC parameters are the same
as before. In these measurements the �FWHM of the
Gaussian pulse is 420 ns, whereas the super-Gaussian
full width at half maximum is 840 ns.
Because of the interference between the two pulses, a

beating pattern is expected at the detector at the time of the
reemission (the echo) pulse (Fig. 4). The measured visibil-
ity after subtraction of the noise level is 83%. To show that
the phase is conserved, the phase of the super-Gaussian
pulse was changed by � and the beating pattern is reversed
(Fig. 4).
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FIG. 3 (color online). Black circles (reference) are the single
photon counts for the transmission of a 200 ns Gaussian storage
pulse (n ¼ 0:1 photon per pulse) sent through the transparent
empty pit without any AFC grating. Red squares correspond to
the counts for an identical storage pulse sent through the AFC
spectral grating with � ¼ 1:2 MHz, � ¼ 300 kHz, and �L � 6.
The ratio of the areas below the echo and the reference after
fitting with a simple Gaussian function and subtracting the noise
level is 0.25. The same result is achieved with bright storage
pulses which is shown in the inset.
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The 25% storage and retrieval efficiency obtained in this
Letter is independent of the storage pulse intensity.
Furthermore, all results with the bright storage pulses
[23] are reproducible in the single photon regime. The
experiment is based on coherent photon-echo-type reemis-
sion experiments in the forward direction. Theoretically, as
discussed in Ref. [6], the maximum achievable efficiency
for emission in the forward direction is 54%. This is
basically limited by the reabsorption of the emitted echo.
From an experimental point of view, the most critical
issues for reaching this efficiency are first to have control
over the AFC peak shape and second to obtain a high
effective absorption (�L=F). There is a good agreement
between the effective absorption and obtained storage and
recall efficiency which is discussed in Ref. [23]. To im-
prove the efficiency beyond 54%, counterpropagating con-
trol fields [9] or external control of the ion frequency [26]
could be used; alternatively, the crystal could be placed
inside a cavity [27]. The efficiency could also be enhanced
by using optimum input pulses [28–30].

This work was supported by the Swedish Research
Council, the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation, the
Crafoord Foundation, and the European Commission
through the integrated project QAP.

Note added in proof.—A quantum memory storage ef-
ficiency of 69% has been reported after the submission of
this manuscript [31].
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after subtracting the noise level is 83%. The interference patterns
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